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According to Google. skiing is 7 times more likely to kill you than cycling. If you cycle 3 times per 
week and only ski on that one weekend vacation per year, then obviously those odds shift a bit. 
Get it “shift” cause you shift the gears on your bike…… no? Crickets? I also read that in 
comparison to each other, on their own risky merits, that skiing is the most dangerous followed 
by downhill mountain biking — the safest of the three being regular mountain biking. So since I 
ski on a daily basis in the winter and I ride my bike in the summer I guess I’ll just have to 
snowboard 365 days a year, then I’ll never get hurt!  

No, this article is not about snowboarding. It is about fear and how it affects us in our daily lives 
and especially regarding the sports we play and, in this case specifically, downhill mountain 
biking. “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself”. This quote is from Franklin D. Roosevelt’s  
(FDR) first inaugural address way back whenever he was president. He more than likely got this 
quote from English philosopher, Francis Bacon who basically used the same quote 400 years 
earlier in his essay on Tribute. I have a confession, I don’t really know what that is but I can 
google like a champ. When FDR said it, it was relating to the great depression. When I think of 
the quote, I relate it to just about everything I do — but we’ll keep it to sports for now.  

FDR wanted Americans to be fearless of the changes necessary to get the country out of the 
Depression. You see, many times we don’t commit to something because we are afraid of the 
negative consequences and lose sight of the positive outcome. Fear and commitment go hand 
in hand. If you are afraid to do something, you will not commit fully to your task and you will 
more than likely fail.  

Failing in downhill mountain biking hurts. When you are at the top of a trail getting ready to drop 
in, you better be committed. But, if you are afraid your approach will be tentative, your lack of 
confidence causes slow decisions and slow decisions in a discipline that requires speed and 
accuracy equals failure. Failure in mountain biking means you may hit trees and, trust me, they 
aren’t going to move out of your way. I have tested the unstoppable force coming in contact with 
the immovable object theory and let's just say that I was not all that unstoppable.  

Many trails have drops. Drops are where the trail gets to a rock drop off, log bridge or even a 
man made flat drop. Basically, any instance where you are faced with a decision to send it and 
launch off and then hit your brakes and second guess your abilities or equipment, usually 
means OTB (that’s over the bars in lay speak). OTB hurts too. Most of the biking injuries I have 
dealt with, including my own, are because the rider went over their bars. I have spoken with 
several riders and they have stated that they came up to a particular section and were just not 
committed and that led to their accident. 

I am not recommending that you go up some mountain somewhere and just point your bike 
straight down and go for it. I am suggesting that you work up progressively. Get in better shape. 
Build your skills and confidence slowly. Don’t bite off more than you can chew or get in over your 
head. Scout out the trail so you know what to expect. Once you have done all of that and you 
are ready to go, send it with confidence.  



Sunrise Park Resort is our closest place to hit the downhill trails. As a matter of fact, currently, 
we are the only place in Arizona with lift access mountain biking. At the resort we are working on 
our trails on a daily basis. We have added new, easier, trails so that you can focus on your 
progression and work your way up to the more challenging courses. We have altered the way 
the lift carries the bikes up the mountain to not only get more bikes up, but by the time you 
reach the top, your bike is waiting for you. If you had ridden there in years past you would know 
that sometimes you had to wait quite a while before your bike made it to the top — not any 
more!  

I am personally more of a cross country rider but working at Sunrise has thrust me into the 
downhill world and I have to tell you, it’s a blast. With easier trails, we are becoming more family 
friendly — which is truly what it’s all about. Getting out of the house, away from the screens, in 
the cool fresh air, under the bright blue skies, with family and friends. Just imagine the dinner 
conversation after a day on the bike.  

So don’t be afraid to get out on that bike, whether you ride cross country, gravel or downhill be 
confident and send it. Either way sounds like they are all safer than skiing. (rebuttal article 
coming this winter) 


